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Abstract
SMILE (Small Magnetometer In Low-mass Experiment) is a digital fluxgate
magnetometer designed with miniaturization as a goal. The instrument is intended as
a payload for the Microlink (previously Nanospace) satellite. SMILE operates on
similar principles as the magnetometer onboard Astrid-2 satellite. The magnetic field
components are extracted from the pick-up signal by means of digital correlation with
a set of reference coefficients. An important difference from the Astrid-2
magnetometer is that the digital signal processing previously done in three
processors (one for each axis) has been replaced with a single FPGA to achieve a
smaller circuit board area. A new miniaturized fluxgate sensor with volume
compensation produced by the Lviv Center of Institute of Space Research is used in
the design.
A prototype board was designed and built at the Royal Institute of Technology.
Gateware suitable for calibration has been completed. Gateware for the operational
instrument is still in its final stage of development.
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1.
0x
ADC
AOCS
CAN
DAC
DSP
FGM
FPGA
ID
JTAG
LSB
MB
MSB
MUX
OBC
RAM
SerIF
SMILE
SPC
VSEC
VHDL
VHSIC
μC

Abbreviations and Acronyms
Prefix indicating a hexadecimal number
Analogue to Digital Converter
Attitude and Orbit Control System
Controller Area Network
Digital to Analogue Converter
Digital Signal Processor
FluxGate Magnetometer
Field Programmable Gate Array
identity
Joint Testing Action Group
Least Significant Bits
Middle Bits
Most Significant Bits
Multiplexer
On Board Computer
Random Access Memory
Serial Interface
Small Magnetometer In Low-mass Experiment
Signal Processing Core
Sensor secondary voltage (output voltage from Pick-up coil)
VHSIC Hardware Description Language
Very High Speed Integrated Circuit
Micro Controller
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2.

Introduction

The first magnetic sensor was invented during the Qin dynasty (~200 B.C.) where fortunetellers
used it as lodestones when constructing their tables. After a while people discovered that the
lodestones were better at pointing out real directions, leading to the first compasses.
Magnetometers are a group of very versatile sensors with applications ranging from detecting
unexploded bombs to observing aurora. A magnetometer is a device that measures the strength
and direction of magnetic fields. The first device of this kind was constructed by Carl Friedrich
Gauss using a bar magnet horizontally suspended from a gold fiber. In modern times a range [1]
of magnetometers has been produced based on different principles such as the Overhauser
magnetometer, the Caesium Vapor Magnetometer, Proton Precession magnetometer and the
fluxgate magnetometer (FGM). The FGM has for a long time been the magnetometer of choice
for satellite applications due to its simple and robust design.
Fluxgate magnetometers for space applications have been produced since 1958 (Sputnik 3) and
are nowadays commonly used instruments aboard both commercial satellites and satellites with
scientific payloads. In commercial satellites the magnetometer is often a part of the attitude and
orbit control subsystem and on scientific satellite missions the sensor can have a variety of
purposes ranging from mapping the earths magnetic field to observing aurora [2]. The fluxgate
magnetometer design is however rather complex and generally requires a large PCB.
In recent years the analogue FGM has been replaced by a digital variant to allow a more
advanced signal processing and to simplify the design.
SMILE (Small Magnetometer In Low-mass Experiment) is intended for the Microlink-1 satellite.
The satellite is a collaboration between Ångström Space Technology Center, IRF-Uppsala and
KTH to construct a nanosatellite (originally called Nanospace) using MCM (Multi-Chip Module)
technology. MCM is the next step of integration after surface miniaturization where naked chips
are bonded directly to silicon. During 2005 the collaboration changed somewhat as Ångström
Aerospace Corporation was formed, in this change the satellite platform was renamed Microlink.
The goal of this thesis project is to design a functional miniaturized fluxgate magnetometer
based on an Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) that is easy to produce and cost effective
for smaller missions. This report will focus on the system architecture and the principle on which
it works.
The fluxgate magnetometer of the Astrid-2 satellites’ EMMA instrument [3] was one of the first to
be based on a digital design using DSP circuitry to mathematically extract information from the
fluxgate sensor coil signal [4]. A compact fluxgate sensor, consisting of three individually
compensated ring cores was used. As one DSP was used for each axis of the sensor, the PCB
area was quite large. The miniaturized fluxgate magnetometer designed for the Microlink project
is based on the same main principles but has some differences. The SMILE magnetometer is a
simple fluxgate magnetometer designed to generate as small PCB and to be as lightweight as
possible. To accomplish this, a small sensor coil system designed by the Lviv Center of Institute
of Space Research is used and the previous “one DSP per axis” design from Astrid-2 has been
replaced by a design using a single FPGA (for all three axes). The FPGA includes signal
processing for all three axes as well as driver logic for the ADC and sensor coils. A short
comparison of SMILE and the Astrid-2 magnetometer can be seen in table 1.
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Table 1. A comparison between the Astrid 2 magnetometer and the SMILE magnetometer

Magnetometer
Fexc
ADC
Range
fdsp
DAC

Astrid 2
8 kHz
12 bit @ 16 x fexc = 128 kHz
±65µT
10 MHz
16-bit Resistor ladder

SMILE
8 kHz
13 bit @ (3+1) x 16 x fexc = 512 kHz
Not tested
512 kHz, 65 MHz
13-bit, Delta-Sigma
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3.

Theory

Materials are affected by magnetic fields in different extent depending on their magnetic
properties. When a magnetic field is applied to a material the strength of the field the material
itself creates is determined by the permeability of the material. Magnetization of many materials
is low and their permeability is close to 1.
Some materials, called ferromagnetics, possess intrinsic magnetization organized in domains.
Domains with different (opposite) direction cancel each others magnetization [5]. An external
magnetic field orders the domain orientation so that net magnetization grows with the applied
field. In sufficiently strong magnetic field all domains align with the external field. This is called
saturation, figure 1 shows an example of an magnetization curve for a ferromagnetic.

Figure 1. Magnetization curve of a ferromagnetic material.

3.1. Fluxgate magnetometer principle of operation
The basic fluxgate magnetometer generally consists of a ferromagnetic core within an excitation
(drive) coil and a pick-up coil [5] as seen in figure 2. The geometry of the core can however
differ from design to design.
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VSEC
I exc (t)

Figure 2. The basic fluxgate magnetometer sensor
By applying an AC current to the drive winding the magnetic core is driven to positive and
negative magnetic saturation. Changes of the magnetic flux through the pick-up coil give rise to
induced voltage Vsec.
This will generate a magnetic field that in turn induces a voltage in the pick-up coil, and can thus
be detected. An example of the signal from the pick-up coil is found in figure 3.
Without an external field, the magnetic flux in the core will depend only on the field created by
the drive coil. The core will stay in magnetic saturation most of the time, with the two directions
of saturation taking equal parts of the excitation period. Change of the magnetic flux between
the two states of saturation will induce voltage in the pick-up coil. If a component of the external
field is present along the core axis, the time spent in one of the saturations will increase. This
will lead to shifts of the induced pick-up coil voltage, see figure 3. This shift can be detected and
from the size of the shift the external field flux density can be derived.
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No external field applied
B(t) core

Voltage induced in pick-up coil

External field applied
B(t) core

Voltage induced in pick-up coil

Figure 3. The signal from the pick-up coil.
To cancel the large signal generated by the excitation coil an additional core can be added
within the pick-up coil with an excitation winding in the opposite direction from the first one as
seen in figure 4. To guarantee that both coils are driven by the same current the coils are
connected in series.
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Figure 4. Compensation for the excitation field.
The coils are wound in opposite direction and are thus generating magnetic fields of opposite
direction in the cores. In absence of an external magnetic field the magnetic fluxes of the
opposite cores will cancel each other exactly (see figure 5) and no voltage will be induced in the
pick-up coil.
If an external field is present, the pick-up signal will arise due to the relative shifts of the flux
changes in each core (see figure 6). It will be dominated by the second harmonic of the
excitation frequency, and contain higher even harmonics.
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No external field applied
B(t) core 1

B(t) core 2

O(t) total

Voltage induced in pick-up coil

Figure 5. The output signal from the pick-up coil of the double rod magnetometer with no external field
applied.
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External field applied
B(t) core 1

B(t) core 2

O(t) total

Voltage induced in pick-up coil

Figure 6. The output signal from the pick-up coil of the double rod magnetometer with an external field
applied.
An alternative view on the fluxgate mechanism is that the alternating state of saturation will
cause the apparent permeability μa to vary between 0 and μmax. When the excitation field passes
zero the signal will only depend on the external field and this can be seen as a phase/time shift
from a signal depending only on the magnetization of the core. This means that information of
the external field can be observed at twice the drive frequency.
The Voltage induced in the pick-up coil is described by

VSEC = na ⋅

dB
dt

(1)
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Where n is the number of windings in the pick-up coil, a is the coil cross sectional area and B is
proportional to the external field Bex
B

B = μ a ⋅ Bex

(2)

where μa is the apparent magnetic permeability of the core.

VSEC
dμ
= na a
Bex
dt

(3)

where μa is the apparent permeability given by equation (4).
The apparent magnetic permeability differs from the material specific permeability μr due to the
demagnetizing factor D

μ a = μ r 1 + D (μ + 1)
r

(4)

The demagnetizing factor D varies with the geometry of the core.
Now (1) can be rewritten as the basic fluxgate equation and is a function of the relative
permeability of the core

VSEC = naBex

(1 − D )⎛⎜ dμ r dt ⎞⎟
⎝

⎠

(1 + D(μ r − 1))2

(5)

As seen above, equation (5) gives the output voltage VSEC as a function of Bex and the time
varying relative permeability μr.
B

3.1.1. Information extraction
As described previously, the signal in the pick-up coil depends not only on the external field, but
also on the excitation field and heterogeneity of the magnetic cores. To extract the relevant
information about the external field from the signal generated in the pickup-coil a number of
techniques has been developed.
Time domain detection
Using the single core setup the field strength can be calculated from the distance (in the time
domain) between voltage peaks on the pick-up signal. The resolution of this method is limited by
the temporal resolution of the counter measuring the distance between the peaks. Since
counters and many fast digital signals are needed much noise are generated and limits this
setup as well.
Second harmonic
The second harmonic of the pick-up signal contains much of the information about the magnetic
field and has frequently been used in analogue magnetometers. The second harmonic is
detected using a phase detector. However the since the pick-up coil is only decoupled from the
excitation coil to a certain degree in real magnetometers, feedthrough of large components of
12

the fundamental and the odd higher harmonics have to be suppressed. By applying a band pass
filter this feedthrough is filtered out and the second harmonic will remain.
Correlation
By correlating the signal from the pick-up coil of the magnetometer with a reference signal all
samples from the pick-up coil can be used to measure the magnetic field. The correlation signal
is constructed using measurements of the response to a magnetic field in two opposite
directions. This reference signal contains even harmonics of the excitation frequency.
Correlation over one excitation period removes all odd harmonics, and is equivalent to a
matched filtering of the pick-up signal.

3.1.2. Drive circuit
The Drive (or excitation) circuit drives an alternating current through the drive coil of the fluxgate
sensor. This causes the core to go into deep saturation eliminating any remaining magnetization
and memory effects of the core. The drive signal has to be free from distortion at the second
harmonic to guarantee an as error free pick-up signal as possible.
To reduce power consumption and to produce a good excitation signal a matched capacitor
should be placed near the sensor to

3.2. Geometries and demagnetization
The geometry of the ferromagnetic core of the fluxgate magnetometer affects the sensitivity of
the device. This is mainly caused by the demagnetization factor (D) being heavily dependent on
core geometry. The most common geometries are rod, double rod, ring and race track. Rod
magnetometers are described above and are a very well tested design. The ring core design
was first used 1928 and is also very well tested.
Fluxgate magnetometers can be divided in to two subgroups depending on how the direction of
the detected field component is related to the excitation field. Either the fields can be parallel or
orthogonal. Orthogonal magnetometers measure a field perpendicular to the sensitive axis of
the magnetometer, or the identical axis of the magnetometer. The orthogonal FGM has an
differential volume exposed to the magnetic field [5]. The orthogonal gating is due to changes in
B/(H-Hc). Parallel magnetometers measure a magnetic field parallel to the excitation field. The
main problem is that the signal in the pick-up coil is dominated by the component generated by
excitation field (at the excitation frequency). The parallel FGM gating is due to changes in
dB/dH.
Rod cores can be used with a variety of sensor setups and detection algorithms. Single rod
cores are usually used in sensors based on time domain detection, while double rods are
generally used second harmonics based magnetometers. The main disadvantage of the rod
core is that the open ends are accompanied by regions of increased noise.
Ring cores can be considered to be a balanced double sensor where two half-cores are parts
of a closed magnetic circuit. The ring core is relatively simple to build since it can be constructed
from magnetic tape. Ring cores generally have a higher noise than rod cores due to
demagnetization. However the ring core is still used in low noise magnetometers for several
reasons:
•
•
•

It allows fine tuning of the core symmetry by rotation with respect to the pick-up coil.
The mechanical stress the core might experience is distributed uniformly.
Noise levels are uniform through out the geometry.
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Race-track cores have a lower demagnetization factor and are less sensitive to perpendicular
fields than the ring core but has still has the benefit of closed-type cores described above. The
race-track sensitivity is thus higher than the ring core. Race track cores can either (like the ring
core) be constructed from tape or from etched race track shaped sheets of ferromagnetic
material. The first has a potential disadvantage from its shape when stress is likely to be
concentrate in the corners of the core. The major disadvantage with this design is that it’s not as
simple to balance as the ring core (which is practically self balanced).

3.3. Errors and error correction
Since the pick-up coil is only decoupled from the magnetizing coil to a certain degree in a real
sensor, feed through of fundamental and odd harmonics of the drive current will be a
contributing error. This error will contribute to ripple and may generate a DC offset in the
detector for high gains. A band pass filter before the detector will how ever remove this offset
from the signal.
If the axes are not completely orthogonal the excitation field and external magnetic fields will be
overheard between the axes, adding some errors to the system. Even in perfectly orthogonal
setup, strong cross-field component can cause offsets in the pick-up signal.
The output signal VSEC is not a completely linear function of the flux density (B) other than for
small fields. To remove this nonlinearity the observed field has to be kept small, this can be
done by adding a magnetic field canceling the external field. Using the first data from the sensor
a rough approximation of the external magnetic field can be obtained and a field of opposite
polarity can be generated. Repeating this procedure will successively build a magnetic field that
cancels the external magnetic field completely.
This would place the sensor in a constant null-field where only changes in the flux density will be
detected. Since the voltage generated in the pick-up coil is linear for small Bs the non-linear
element is effectively removed. In theory the compensation field should follow the external field
without any delay at all, but in practice this can only be obtained to a certain degree. The
compensation field can either be generated as a single tri-axial field (volume compensation) or
compensate each axis individually with three separate compensation coils (component
compensation).
The volume compensation method keeps the cores and pick-up coils for all axes in the center of
a zero field. This method reduces cross-field components (i.e. magnetic field components
orthogonally to the axis) to a minimum. Since the volume of the zero field is quite large suffers
from heterogeneity more easily than individually compensated sensors. The individually
compensated method generates a very homogenous nulling field but only in one direction along
the pick-up coil. Since it does not cancel fields’ perpendicular to the axis the setup is sensitive to
cross-fields.
The magnetic sensor can be sensitive to temperature changes. The temperature sensitivity can
mainly be traced to changes in the compensation field when the compensation winding grows
due to heat but also mechanical stress on the cores when they expand due to heat.
When an ADC quantifies an analogue signal an error is introduced when the continuous
analogue signal is sampled and turned into a discrete digital value. The maximum error ±½ bit.
The noise produced in the analogue circuitry has been considered small compared with the
quantization noise and can thus be ignored.
14
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4.

System design

The main goal of this project was to create a miniaturized fluxgate magnetometer, using a
specially designed fluxgate sensor with volume compensation [13] and embedding as much of
the components (DSP calculation logic, feedback generation, etc.) as possible in a single FPGA
core.
Using VHDL (VHSIC Hardware Description Language), a high speed design with some flexibility
during the design process is possible to achieve. VHDL implemented in an FPGA has the
advantage over an assembler programmed DSP that it is parallelized by nature. The
parallelization makes the process of adding modules to the FPGA without jeopardising
performance manageable.
The gateware for the FPGA has been divided in to two separate designs, one for calibration and
one for operation. The calibration design does not use the signal processing core but stores the
samples from the ADC directly in the FPGAs internal RAM.
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4.1. Overview
The Fluxgate sensor system strives for miniaturization and to do this the number of physical
circuits has to be reduced. Using an FPGA to include the digital part of the design in one single
capsule has greatly reduced the number of components (used) in the design. The FPGA
contains functions such as excitation driver clock, signal processing and ADC control.
The excitation module controls an analogue switch controlling the direction of the current
through the excitation coil.
The pick-up signal is digitized by the ADC and then transferred to the Signal Processing module
via the serial interface (SerIF). In the signal processing module the sampled data is correlated to
a reference signal over an excitation period. The result is fed to the CAN-controller and is used
to generate a feedback signal nulling the field within the pick-up core. The data is then made
available to the on board computer (OBC) via the CAN-interface. The entire system can be
viewed in figure 7 below.

Figure 7. An overview of the fluxgate sensor system.
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The system can be divided into four parts by function:
• The Analogue System (Sensor, sensor interface, ADC and filters)
• FPGA System (Signal Processing and Sensor driving)
• Communication System (External: CAN-network. Internal: Data retrieval from FPGA)
• House keeping system

4.2. Sensor
The fluxgate sensor for this design, “LEMI”, is a very compact cubic sensor (figure 8 below) from
the Lviv Center of Institute of Space Research. “LEMI” is a three axes sensor driven by a single
excitation signal (the excitation winding for all three axes are connected in series).

Figure 8. The Sensor cube.
The cube has three through holes (marked A in figure 9 below) where the pick-up and excitation
coils are placed, as well as two screw holes for mounting. All around the cube in each direction
are three indents (marked B in figure 9 below) for the compensation coils.
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A

B

Figure 9. One side of the magnetometer sensor.
The sensor uses dual rods made of magnetic tape. These are placed inside the pick-up and
excitation coil retainer (shown in figure 10). Around each of these rods the excitation winding is
placed and on the outside of the retainer the pick-up coil is placed.

Figure 10. The pick-up and excitation coil retainer.
The pick-up coils are all wound roughly 880 turns each and the excitation coils roughly 760
turns. The first compensation coil is wound about 95, 60, 95 turns the other two are wound
about 100, 60, 100 turns. The copper wire of all windings has a diameter of 0.092 mm.
For further information of the characteristics of the sensor see [13].
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4.3. Digital circuitry
The digital circuitry of the SMILE fluxgate magnetometer performs a variety of tasks most
importantly generating driving signals for the excitation coil, producing signals driving the
compensation coil and sampling the signal from the pick-up coil.

4.3.1. ADC
The Analog Devices AD7324 [8] used in this design is a bipolar ADC with 4 channel, 13-bit
resolution and a high speed serial interface. The ADC can produce 1 M sample/second with a
signal to noise ratio of 76 dB.
The ADC is ideal for the SMILE FGM since it handles enough analogue channels to sample all
three axes of the LEMI sensor at high speed and has a very small package size. The package
size comes with a penalty of increased complexity due to the serial interface. This complexity
however makes the ADC more customizable and many functions are applicable in the
magnetometer system. Another disadvantage of the AD7324 is that it only samples the
analogue channels in sequence limiting the overall time resolution of the system.
The serial interface is synchronized with a serial clock (SCLK) and start and stop of each
read/write-cycle is regulated by the active low Chip Select (CS). Figure 11 illustrates a standard
read/write cycle.

Figure 11. The timing diagram of the AD7324.

Operation
At power up the ADC must be configured to operate properly. The FPGA sends instructions to
set up the voltage range and which channels are to be sampled. When this operation is
complete the ADC will use the bus clock both to synchronize the data stream and to clock the
ADC operation. When properly configured the ADC will rotate the channels for each read and
thus no further commands need to be sent to the ADC, the only thing the FPGA has to do is
continuously read the ADC to get new data. Since all data is packaged with the ID of the
channel that it was sampled from there is no risk for synchronization problems in the data
processing.
The setup of the ADC is done by addressing and writing three internal registers in the ADC, the
Control register, the range register and the sequence register. To select a register the WRITEbit must be set and then followed by the two-bit register address. The data meant for the
selected register follows immediately in the same write cycle.
To program the AD7324 to work with the Nanospace FGM system the following settings were
used:
20

Control register (00):
• Final channel in Sequence is channel 4
• Use four single ended channels
• The unit is powered up and in normal mode
• The result of next conversion will be signed (twos complement)
• Use internal reference
• Use simple sequencing (from channel zero to the channel stated as final channel in the
control register
Data word: “1000110000011000” (0x461C)
Range register (01):
• Channel 0 Range: ±2.5 V
• Channel 1 Range: ±2.5 V
• Channel 2 Range: ±2.5 V
• Channel 3 Range: ±2.5 V
Data word: “1011010101000000” (0x B540)
Sequence register (11): Not applicable since simple sequencing is used.

4.3.2. FPGA
The FPGA is the central component of the miniaturized fluxgate magnetometer containing all of
the control logic for the ADC and the sensor coils as well as the data processing algorithms
necessary for obtaining information regarding the external magnetic field. The data processing
logic also generates the signal for the feedback and excitation coils.
The FPGA is divided into two main parts, the core and the I/O. The core uses a 1.5 V supply
voltage and does not directly communicate with anything outside the FPGA itself. Instead all
communication is routed through the I/O part of the FPGA. The I/O part is divided into blocks
with separate voltage supplies and grounds. This design provides an ability to separate sensitive
parts of the design from noisy parts as well as reducing power consumption by leaving unused
I/O’s unpowered. An overview of the I/O blocks of the FPGA is seen in figure 12.
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Figure 12. Block diagram of the Actel ProAsic3 208 Pin FPGA.

Analogue Block:
Bank 1 is reserved for the analogue part of the Magnetometer, interfacing with the excitation
circuit and compensation circuit. Since these circuits are sensitive to noise and inconsistent
supply and signal voltages, the supply of this I/O block is regulated additionally.
Communications Block:
Bank 2 is reserved for communications with the μC circuit. This includes interfacing with the I/Obus of the μC and the CAN-bus MUX.

Serial interface module (SerIF)
All communication with the ADC is done using the serial interface [8]. The serial interface of the
ADC is a 4-line interface consisting of adcTx, adcRx, CS and SCLK. The main notable features
of the ADC serial interface are:
• The serial interface works with clock frequencies up to 20 MHz
• The serial interface uses 16-bit data packages
The interface to the SerIF module is very simple. It consists of
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

RxData:
TxData:
Reset:
Clk:
CLkDiv:
SCLK:
adcTx:
adcRx:
CS:

a readable register where read data will be serially shifted in upon transmission
a writable register where data to be transmitted will be placed
to reset the module this input should be pulled high
main clock
The Read/Write cycle counter
Data Clock for the peripheral device
FPGA Out, ADC In
ADC Out, FPGA In
Chip Select
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The SerIF module (overview can be seen in figure 13) is bidirectional and uses separate
registers for read and write data as well as a buffer between the internal shift registers and the
registers visible to the outside. The 16 MHz bus clock signal as well as the read/write cycle
counter is provided directly by the clock module (CM) as SBCLK and ClkDiv respectively. The
SBCLK clock is inverted and forwarded directly to the SCLK output and the ClkDiv is used to
decode the CS signal and to control start and stop times of Read/Write cycles.
The SerIF module separates the channel information from the sampled value. The channel is
made available on the Channel port and the sampled value is made available on the RxDatabus.
The ADC settings are hard coded into the FPGA and are addressed by a state machine clocked
by the ClkDiv signal.

Figure 13. The structure of the SerIF module.
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Signal processing
The data processing core consists of a correlator, integrator and three data registers, one for
each axis, as seen in figure 14 below.
The data processing core has two data inputs, channel and data. Channel tells the signal
processing core (SPC) what axis the new data is from, and lets the SPC select the correct
reference signal and data register. Additionally some control signals are required. The Control
signals are basically used for timing purposes, these include a 4-bit counter (selecting the
correlation value for the current channel) and a main clock (for synchronization purposes) and
an output enable clock.
To utilize the output signal of the pick-up coil as much as possible the sampled data fij (where j is
the channel number and i is the sample number) is correlated with a reference signal. gij. This
will include data from the second harmonic and addition harmonics. The correlation process can
be described by

p = ∑ ( f ij ⋅ g ij )
16

(6)

i =1

p is the measurement of the residual magnetic field. To remove nonlinearity the cores
compensated to be inside a near null-field as stated in 3.3. After each compensation
measured field will be the compensation error and is used to adjust the current to
compensation coils. This can be thought of as a successive approximation of the value of
external magnetic field component measured:

⎤
⎡ 16
h = ∑ ⎢∑ ( f ij ⋅ g ij )⎥
⎦
⎣ i =1

are
the
the
the

(7)

The implementation of the signal processing can be viewed in figure 14.
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Figure 14. The signal processing core.
Let us consider the steps of the algorithm in more detail
Data
13-bit

X

Channel
2-bit

Channel Select
2-bit

MSB

RAM
64 x 9-bit

4-bit
Counter

4-bit
address
LSB

Figure 15. The sample correlation step
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Step 1: Multiply each sample with its reference value.
The correlator multiplies the ADC data with a reference signal for the currently selected axis,
which is stored in the FPGAs RAM. The RAM is implemented in the FPGA using the Actel
“SmartGen” RAM macro. The macro creates basic control logic for the built in RAM of the
ProAsic3 [12]. The correlation data must be loaded into the RAM memory as part of the start-up
sequence and whenever the system is reset.
The 2-bit channel select bus is connected to the 2 MSB of the RAM address port selecting the
area of the RAM containing correlation factors for the current channel. The counter then keeps
track of the correlation factor for the current sample. The correlation factor produced is then
multiplied with the data value received from the Serial Bus interface.
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Figure 16. The summation of samples step.
Step 2: Sum input to complete the correlation.
The register corresponding to the current channel is selected and the product of the ADC-data
and corresponding correlation factor is added to the previous value. This summation is
performed over the entire excitation period resulting in a sum of 16 samples. The integrated
value after 16 samples is the final correlated value and corresponds to the residual
(uncompensated) magnetic field.
The registers used are designed specially for this purpose to reduce the complexity and size on
chip. The register uses an input enable signal to lock the current value and let it be unaffected
by operations on the other registers in the signal processing system.
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Figure 17. The final summation step.
Step 3: Integrate signal from step 2.
To produce the actual flux of the external field the correlated value is. This value is then
transformed into an analogue value using a digital modulation technique. The analogue signal is
used to drive the feedback coil, compensating the external field in the sensor.

Delta-Sigma module
The Delta-sigma module utilizes a simple implementation of the first order delta-sigma algorithm
to generate a bit stream from an integer, the bit stream will be alternating between 0 and +VREF
V. To convert the bit stream to a voltage the bit series is passed through a low pass filter that will
produce a signal from the average of the bit stream. The filter has a cut-off frequency well below
the bit rate of the stream but still above the maximum change frequency of the analogue
representation of the bit stream. The supply voltage of the I/O-bank this module uses should be
held stable, derived from a reference voltage.
The Delta-Sigma algorithm is named after the mathematical functions it is based upon, a
differentiation (∆) and a summation (Σ). The algorithm subtracts the output error from the set
point value and adds this value to the last set point value. Thus in each repetition the error is
reduced.
The main advantages with this kind of DAC are that it is very linear, the resolution is easily
scalable, the signal-to-noise ratio is high, and the algorithm is easily implemented in VHDL. The
main disadvantage is that it requires a high clock frequency, equal to the resolutions times the
sample rate. The limiting factor is the add-operation that has to be performed 2n times per
sample, where n is the resolution in bits. The D-S output sample rate will never have to be faster
than the excitation frequency in this model of FGM since the all samples from one cycle are
used to update the value of the magnetic field.
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Excitation
The excitation module generates the differential waveform that the excitation circuit uses to drive
the excitation coil. The module generates the inverse of the excitation clock signal and
synchronizes it to the uninverted excitation clock signal using a faster clock for synchronization.
In this case the faster clock is the 65 MHz system master clock. This is necessary since it is
impossible to generate an inverted signal without any lag.

Clock Generator (CG)
The clock generator module is a centralized clock source providing the entire FPGA system its
required clock signals. The clock module divides the phase locked master 65 MHz clock into
•
•
•
•

16 MHz SerIF main clock
Chip Select (128 kHz)
Delayed Trigger for work registers in the signal processing core
Excitation Clock (8 kHz)

In addition to these the master clock is also used in through out the system.
The clock signals generated can be viewed in Appendix C.

RAM
The RAM module was created to streamline the interface to the μC without adding complexity to
the signal processing core. Since the data bus between the μC and the FPGA is only 8 bit wide
each 9-bit correlation factor must be written as two 8-bit values, and still has to be read as a
single 9-bit value by the signal processing core.
The standard smartCore RAM that is included with the Libero tool suit is only customizable to a
certain extent but it utilizes the internal RAM of the ProASIC3 efficiently.
The write enable signal from the 8051 is removed for all least significant bytes from the μC. This
is done by applying a logical AND between the write enable signal and the LSB of the address.
This prevents any excessive writings of half finished data words into the RAM. The logic
schematic can be viewed in figure 18 below.
This decoding will buffer data for all addresses with LSB ‘0’ and all data for addresses with LSB
‘1’ will be concatenated with the buffered data forming the complete data word. This will then be
fed into the RAM. This procedure makes it easy to program the correlation RAM from the μC
programming LSB and MSB in sequence using simple assembler instructions.
This RAM is used in two different ways depending if the magnetometer is operation or if it’s
being calibrated. When the magnetometer is operational the RAM holds the correlation values.
When the magnetometer is set up for calibration the RAM will be used to store raw data (i.e.
digitized pick-up coil signal before correlation). This is due to the fact that the data transfer
between the devices is too low to transfer the data in real time.
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Figure 18. The RAM module.

8051 Interface
The interface between the FPGA and the Atmel AT89C51CC03 is based on the extendable
memory bus of the AT89C51CC03 [10]. The FPGA will be connected as an external memory to
the μC giving it easy access to the correlation RAM for uploading correlation coefficients,
status/control registers and magnetometer data. The interface is illustrated in figure 19 below.
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RD

OE

WR
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A[11:8]
ALE
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AD[7:0]

D[7:0]

A[7:0]

Figure 19. The data interface between the μC and the FPGA.
Due to the handling of external and internal memory of the AT89C51CC03 the address space of
the FPGA RAM is mapped to begin at 0x800. Addresses below this point defaults to internal
memory if the external memory isn’t specified.
In operational mode (see Appendix B) the RAM will be writable from the μC and measurements
will be readable. When the operational mode is active the interface module is used to give the
μC direct write access to the correlation factor RAM simply by addressing addresses 0x800 thru
0x87F.
Status/Control registers starts at 0x900.
0x900

Set to Reset signal processing core and SerIF

0x910
0x911
0x912

Magnetometer X axis LSB
Magnetometer X axis MB
Magnetometer X axis MSB

0x913
0x914
0x915

Magnetometer Y axis LSB
Magnetometer Y axis MB
Magnetometer Y axis MSB

0x916
0x917
0x918

Magnetometer Z axis LSB
Magnetometer Z axis MB
Magnetometer Z axis MSB

0x919
0x91A

Excitation Current MSB
Excitation Current LSB

In calibration mode (see Appendix A) 256 ADC data words will be stored in memory. These will
be corresponding with 4 complete excitation cycles. Writing of the RAM will start at reset and will
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stop when the RAM is full and be available for read out as 512 8-bit words organized to confirm
with big endian read out. The RAM can then be read directly by the μC.
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4.3.3. 8051-Microcontroller
The Atmel AT89C51CC03 8051-Microcontroller is mainly used to process communication and
send commands to the process running in the FPGA. The FPGA is as previously shown
connected as an external RAM and is thus very easy to access via standard assembler
instructions.
The program running in the 8051-Microcontroller in the prototype board is currently designed to
test the interface and to download raw magnetometer- or ADC- data for calibration purposes
and make the data available to a PC via RS-232.
In addition to these main purposes the 8051will collect housekeeping data from the few sensors
implemented on the prototype board.
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4.4. Analogue circuitry
The analogue circuitry is very area demanding and has been minimized. The digital circuitry
generates digital representations of values for correction and excitation and such. The analogue
circuitry filters and converts these into discrete signals that are needed to drive the LEMI senor.

4.4.1. Excitation circuitry
The excitation circuit, as seen in figure 20 below, is connected to the differential output of the
excitation module and is used to drive the excitation coil of the fluxgate sensor.
To provide a stable voltage to the excitation circuit a regulator circuit is used to maintain a stable
supply voltage to the MOSFET driver, driving the excitation circuit.

Figure 20. The Excitation drive circuitry for the SMILE Sensor
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4.4.2. Sensor mounted electronics
To monitor the condition of the LEMI sensor, some housekeeping sensors has been placed in
its’ vicinity. These housekeeping sensors monitor the temperature of the LEMI sensor and the
excitation current.
In addition to this a capacitor has been placed between the primary and secondary excitation
lines. This capacitor limits the current flow used to drive magnetometer to a small loop area. The
entire sensor mounted electronics can be viewed in figure 21 below. The PT-1000 sensor was
chosen since it was found to be the least magnetic sensor available.

Figure 21. Schematics of the sensor mounted electronics.

4.4.3. Pick-up circuitry
The signal generated in each of the magnetometer’s pick-up coils has to be amplified before it
can be sampled and processed by the FPGA. Figure 22 shows the circuit diagram of the
amplification circuit. The amplified signal is fed into the ADC and is digitized.
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Figure 22. The Pick-up amplifier and filter circuit

Amplification
The pick-up signal from the fluxgate sensor is small compared to the reference voltage of the
ADC and in addition to this the compensated signal will be even smaller. To compensate for this
the signal is amplified to minimize quantization noise in the sampled signal.
The amplifier used is an AD822 from Analog Devices [9], this operational amplifier suits the
system perfectly since its response time is much smaller then the sampling period and has an
error that is much smaller than the quantization steps of the ADC.
Filter
The pick-up signal is sampled 16 times per excitation cycle, an excitation frequency 8 kHz
results in a sampling frequency of 128 kHz. To reduce noise from external sources the input
signal to the amplifier is filtered. According to the Nyquist theorem the fastest change that can
be detected with a sampling frequency of 128 kHz is 64 kHz. Since any components of the
signal from the pick-up coil at frequencies above 64 kHz will only add noise to the wanted signal
these are not desired. To remove these unwanted signals, the amplifier is also configured to act
as a low-pass filter.
The filter in this system is a third order Butterworth filter. The main advantage with Butterworth
filters is that it’s linear in the pass band region (has no ripple). The pick-up coil adds an
inductance varying between 5.7 and 6.2 mH to the filter, forming the first filter link.

4.4.4. Compensation circuit
The compensation circuit (as seen in figure 23 below) consists of two stages, the differential
stage and the Voltage to current stage. The differential stage filters and creates a single
analogue signal that can vary between +VRef and -VRef from the differential Delta-Sigma
modulated signal generated by the Delta-Sigma-module. The second stage is preceded by a low
pass filter (R3 in combination with C5 in Figure 23) with the same time constant as the
differential filter, removing any high frequency components added in the differential stage. This
analogue voltage is then converted into a current in the second stage. The capacitor on the
feedback protects the amplifier from quick changes in the coil voltage.
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Figure 23. The compensation circuit.
The reason for using a differential output from the FPGA is to cancel the offset created by
unmatched rise and fall times.

4.4.5. System Clock
The critical clock frequency in the fluxgate magnetometer is the excitation frequency of 8 kHz,
which all readings and internal processing must be synchronized to. To make the division down
to 8 kHz trivial the main system clock is a direct multiple. To accommodate the needs of the
entire system the main clock must run at a relatively high frequency. The highest frequency of
the system at ~65 MHz is the lower limit was found fit to be used as guide for the final system
clock speed of 65.536 MHz.

4.5. Housekeeping
The system has very little housekeeping implemented. The only housekeeping data that is
implemented is:
•
•
•
•

Current through the excitation coils
Temperature of fluxgate sensor
Current through the FPGA
Temperature of FPGA

The Internal ADC’s of the AT89C51CC03 are used to sample the temperatures and the Current
through the FPGA core, however this is not implemented in hardware yet. The current through
the excitation coils is sampled by the AD7324 and is thus available to the SPC if “on the fly
corrections” should prove necessary.
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5.

Interfaces

SMILE is designed to be able to communicate both with a CAN-network and with regular
computers via RS-232 for programming, test and debugging purposes. The power interface was
designed for a regulated power bus.

5.1. Power interface
The power interface needs to provide all the voltages necessary for driving the various
components along with reference voltages. This adds up to +5 V, +3.3 V, +1.5 V, -5V, and
ground.
The Power bus of the Microlink satellite is not currently defined but the prototype assumes that
+/-5 V and ground is available. From +5 V is then +3.3 V and 1.5 V produced using linear
regulators [15],[16] for the respective voltages.
To provide accurate sampling of the magnetic field the excitation signal and the correction signal
has to be stable. This means that the output of the FPGA must be stable as well and to do this a
regulator circuit is connected to the supply of the analogue FPGA I/O block. The circuit diagram
of the regulating circuit is shown in Figure 24.

Figure 24. The voltage regulator of the Analogue FPGA IO Block.

5.2. Programming Interface
Both the FPGA and the CAN-Controller has to be programmable in-circuit to ease
implementation and debugging of both the hardware and the software.
The FPGA is programmed via a programming interface based on the JTAG-interface. The JTAG
interface is originally a standard interface for test and boundary scans and defines the
standardized process and methodology for in circuit programming (ISP). The Interface is
compatible with the Actel FlashPro programmer and software.
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The CAN-Controller is pre-programmed with a boot loader that accepts programming data via
the standard RS-232 interface when activated correctly, however this requires some external
circuits (such as manual switches, RS-232 drivers etc). In the current design these are provided
on a programming board that is connected via a standard 2 x 5 flat cable connector. The board
used for programming the CAN-Controller and RS-232 communication with the device is shown
in figure 25.

Figure 25. The circuit diagram of the programming/RS232 board.
Both the FPGA JTAG interface and the 8051 programming interface are accessed via 2x5
BT244 socket.

5.3. CAN-Node
The Nanospace satellite main data bus is based on the BOSCH CAN-bus using a currently only
partially developed high level protocol [14].

5.3.1. Bus layout
The Nanospace data bus is consists of two redundant physical bus lines which all subsystems
shall listen to. The CAN-node of each subsystem shall detect if the primary bus (CAN A) goes
down and automatically switch to the redundant bus (CAN B).
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To decide which bus is the right bus at the moment the OBC periodically sends RIBUS (Right
Bus) pattern on the currently active CAN bus. Each subsystem is then responsible for detecting
this pattern and switch to the appropriate bus.

5.3.2. Magnetometer CAN Interface
The magnetometer CAN interface multiplexes the two CAN transceivers (shown in Figure 26) R
and D signals as pairs.
At start up the CAN-controller will listen to and send on channel 0 (R/D 1). If no RIBUS signal is
detected within the specified time frame the controller will switch to channel 1 and vice versa.
Each CAN transceiver is connected to a standard 9 pin Male D-SUB connector.

Figure 26. The CAN-transceiver connection diagram.
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6.

Results

During the course of the work, the schematic for the complete hardware design was prepared in
Mentor Grapics ECAD suit for HP-UX. The schematic is shown in appendix D. A layout resulted
in a printed circuit board with six layers and physical dimensions of 120 x 85 mm. The PCB is
presented in Appendix E layer by layer. The PCB was produced by MultiCAD AB, and the
components mounted by Ola Carlström.
In the layout only limited miniaturization was done, with most components mounted on one side
of the board. Also, a number of test points are incorporated, mostly collected in 2 x 5 flat cable
connectors but also as direct test pins all on key position on the board. This means that further
miniaturization of the electronics should be achievable relatively easily by removing these test
connectors, and using both sides of the board.
The Gateware was designed using the Libero suit provided by Actel for their family of FPGAs’.
The overall design was done in Viewdraw a graphical tool while details were coded in VHDL. All
modules were individually tested using both simulation and synthization into hardware.
The prototype produced had some minor errors that were corrected as the board was tested.
Basic functionality was test by measuring supply voltages and current consumption.
When testing the programming interface of the FPGA problems were encountered. The board
had no internal programming power supply included which resulted in that Identifying the chip
was possible but programming (requiring more power) was not.
The I/O- interface of the FPGA was tested by programming the I/Os’ to display a known signal
and then measuring the I/O-pins and verify the signal. During these tests it was determined that
one of the FPGA I/O-blocks was unpowered after verifying with documentation the error was
found and corrected.
The Clock signals were tested and verified. The DAC output was tested by applying a voltage to
the ADC feeding the result to the DAC module. The DAC digital output was measured and
compared with expected signals and the analogue signal was measured and compared with the
Original ADC input.
The interface between the FPGA and μC was tested by setting up a set of dummy registers that
could be written to and read from by the μC. In addition to this the calibration setup was tested
and confirmed working.
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Figure 27. The prototype board
The uncompensated sensor output for one axis can be seen in Figures 28 to 31 for various
directions and conditions. As seen in figure 31 when placed in a small magnetically shielded
container (made from μ–metal) the signal from the pick-up coil is near zero.
Currently the calibration gateware is implemented in the FPGA, and basic software for
communication with the microcontroller through the RS-232 interface exists. The development of
the operational gateware (with the complete digital processing feedback loop) is in its final stage
of development. Using the excitation circuit on the prototype board to drive the sensor, the pickup coil signal from the core can be measured on the oscilloscope after the pre-amp filter at test
points mounted on the input channels of the ADC.
Figures 28 to 31 present signal from one axis, with the time axis covering two excitation periods
of 125 microseconds each. Aligning X axis roughly vertically, the signal shows two bipolar
spikes (see figure 28), characteristic for the two rod sensor (compare with figure 6). Rotating the
sensor 180 degrees to change the orientation of the axis to the opposite, changes the polarity of
the spikes (figure 29 positive at 90 and 215 microseconds and negative at 55 and 180). Putting
the X axis in a middle direction (90 degrees) results in a much smaller amplitude (see figure 30).
Placing the sensor in a magnetic shield (a container made of mu-metal), i.e. in a very small
magnetic field, reduces the signal considerably (see figure 31). This is probably close to the
feedthrough signal.
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Figure 28. The pick-up signal from X axis when sensor is placed on a surface.
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Figure 29. The pick-up signal from the X axis rotated 180°.
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Figure 30. The pick-up signal from the X-axis rotated 90°.
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Figure 31. The Pick up signal from the X axis placed upright in a magnetically shielded box.
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Before the SMILE instrument can be considered operational, it needs be properly calibrated, this
is still to be done. Calibration will probably be done at the Nurmijärvi Observatory in Finland.
The CAN-Protocol together with a higher level protocol should be implemented. This can’t be
done at the moment since no higher level protocol is decided and will be highly dependent on
the satellite the instrument will be flying on.
Possibilities of including the 2nd Order Delta-Sigma modulation technique should be researched
further. Using the 2nd order delta-sigma modulation the compensation field could be produced
with higher accuracy resulting in a more accurate instrument.
Further miniaturization of hardware should be completed by reorganizing the components to
spread out on both sides of the card and remove test connectors when they become obsolete.
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Appendix A: The Calibration Model

I

--------------------------------- sb12.vhd, Entity SB
---------------------------------SerIF module running the data
--acquisition from the AD7324
---The module transmits setup
--commands to the ADC and
--reads back sampled data.
---The data is presented along
--with information of the
--channel that produced it.
---------------------------------Status:
--Simulated, Synthisized, Tested
--Works! 2006-03-13
---------------------------------Contact:
--Åke Forslund
--ake.forslund@gmail.com
--http://www.rymdcampus.nu/ake/
--------------------------------

library IEEE;
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_1164.all;
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_UNSIGNED.ALL;

entity SB is
PORT(
-Interfacing with the ADC
adcTx
: out std_logic;
adcRx
: in std_logic;
sclk
: buffer std_logic;
cs
: buffer std_logic;

--

--

sbReset
:
data output
chan0
:
chan1
:
data
:
synch
:
clockgenerator
clkDiv
:
inClk
: in

--Master Out Slave In line
--Master In Slave Out line
--SPI clock
--Chip Select

in

std_logic;

--serial bus reset

out
out
out
out

std_logic;
std_logic;
std_logic_vector(12 downto 0);
std_logic;

in std_logic;
std_logic);

end entity SB;
architecture SB_arch of SB is
--internal tx shift register, BIT 0 is
signal rxBuffer: std_logic_vector(15 downto
--internal rx shift register, BIT 0 is
signal txBuffer: std_logic_vector(15 downto

connected to the adcTx line
0);
connected to the adcRx line
0);

--Statemachine
signal state
: std_logic_vector(1 downto 0);
signal running : std_logic;
begin
running <= not clkDiv;

II

---------------------------Chip Select:
--Provides the Chip Select
--(CS) output for the
--Serial Bus.
-------------------------chip_select:process(sbReset, cs, inClk)
begin
if falling_edge(inClk) then
if sbReset = '1' then
cs <= '1';
elsif sbReset = '0' then
cs <= not running;
end if;
end if;
end process;
-----------------------Clock:
--Forwards the clock
--to the SCLK when the
--bus is active.
---------------------process(cs, inClk)
begin
sclk <= not inClk;
--Old values:
if rising_edge(cs) then
--falling edge
data <= rxBuffer(12 downto 0); --rxVector(12 downto 0);
chan0 <= rxBuffer(13);
--rxVector(15);
chan1 <= rxBuffer(14);
--rxVector(14);
-synch <= not rxBuffer(15);
--rxVector(15);
--elsif rising_edge(cs) then
-rxVector <= rxBuffer; --make buffer data available
end if;
end process;

---------------------------Recieve:
--Converts the synchronous
--data stream from adcRx
--into a parallel word.
-------------------------rx:process(adcRx, inClk, cs, rxBuffer)
begin
if rising_edge(inClk) then
if sbReset /= '0' then
rxBuffer <= "0000000000000000";
else
-if cs = '1' then --bus is inactive
-rxVector <= rxBuffer; --make buffer data available
if cs = '0' then
rxBuffer(0) <= adcRx;
rxBuffer(15 downto 1) <= rxBuffer(14 downto 0);
end if;
end if;
end if;
end process;

III

-------------------------Transmit:
--Converts parallel data
--into a synchronous
--serial stream.
-----------------------tx:process(inClk, running, txBuffer, sbReset)
begin
if falling_edge(inClk) then
if sbReset = '1' then
txBuffer <= "0000000000000000";
else
if running = '0' then
case state is
when "01" => txBuffer <= "1000110000111000";
--"100": Control register "0": DC "00": Channel 0 final channel in sequence "01":
Single ended input
--"00": Normal mode "1": straight binary "1": Internal Reference "10": Sequeuence
enable up to channel 0
--"0": Zero
when "10" => txBuffer <= "1011010101000000";
--"101": Range register "10101010": +-2.5 for all Analogue inputs "00000": tailing
Zeros
when others => txBuffer <="0100010100000111"; --Conversion
end case;
adcTx <= '0';
else
adcTx <= txBuffer(15);
txBuffer(15 downto 1) <= txBuffer(14 downto 0);
end if;
end if;
end if;
end process;

---------------------------Setup:
--sends the commands needed
--to set up the ADC properly.
-------------------------setup:process(clkDiv, sbReset)
begin
if sbReset /= '0' then
state <= "00";
else
if falling_edge(clkDiv) then
case state is
when "00"
=> state <= "01";
when "01"
=> state <= "10";
when "10"
=> state <= "11";
when others => state <= "11"; --Stops after one command cycle, set to 00
for continuous
end case;
end if;
end if;
end process;

end SB_arch;

IV

--------------------------------- clock.vhd, Entity: sysClk
---------------------------------The main clock source of the
--entire system. The system
--uses the main clock and
--devides it down to suitable
--frequencies and duty cycles.
---------------------------------Status:
--Simulated, Synthisized, Tested
--Works!
---------------------------------Contact:
--Åke Forslund
--ake.forslund@gmail.com
--http://www.rymdcampus.nu/ake/
--------------------------------

library IEEE;
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_1164.all;
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_UNSIGNED.ALL;
entity sysClk is
port(mainClk
:
clkReset
:
serifClk
:
exClk
:
cpuClk
:
trig
:
serifDiv
:
end sysClk;

in
in
out
out
out
out
out

std_logic;
std_logic;
std_logic;
std_logic;
std_logic;
std_logic;
std_logic);

architecture sysClkBehave of sysClk is
signal exCnt : std_logic_vector(12 downto 0);
signal tmpCnt: std_logic_vector(4 downto 0);
begin
-----------------------------------------------------------------Clockgenerators for the SerIF module
---------------------------------------------------------------process(exCnt(1), clkReset)
begin
if clkReset /= '0' then
tmpCnt <= "00000";
else
if rising_edge(exCnt(1)) then
if tmpCnt = "11111" then
tmpCnt <= "00000";
else
tmpCnt <= (tmpCnt + 1);
end if;
end if;
end if;
end process;
trig <= (not tmpCnt(4)) and tmpCnt(3);
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-----------------------------------------------------------------Clockgenerators for the Excitation module
---------------------------------------------------------------process(mainClk)
begin
if falling_edge(mainClk) then
serifDiv <= tmpCnt(4);
exClk <= exCnt(12);
serifClk <= exCnt(1);
end if;
end process;

process(mainClk, clkReset)
begin
if rising_edge(mainClk) then
if clkReset /= '0' then
exCnt <= "0000000000000";
else
ExCnt <= exCnt +1;
end if;
end if;
end process;
cpuClk <= exCnt(1);

end sysClkBehave;

VI

--------------------------------- cnt.vhd, Entity: cnt
---------------------------------8-bit write counter addressing
--the RAM-cores write address.
---------------------------------Status:
--Simulated, Synthisized, Tested
--Works! 2006-03-24
---------------------------------Contact:
--Åke Forslund
--ake.forslund@gmail.com
--http://www.rymdcampus.nu/ake/
--------------------------------

library IEEE;
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_1164.all;
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_UNSIGNED.ALL;

entity cnt is
PORT(
exClk :
reset :
cntOut :
wrt
:
end cnt;

in
in
buffer
out

std_logic;
std_logic;
std_logic_vector(7 downto 0);
std_logic);

architecture behave of cnt is
signal intClk
signal cntTmp

: std_logic;
: std_logic_vector(7 downto 0);

begin
wrt <= '1' when cntTmp /= "10000000" else
'0';
intClk <= exClk when cntTmp /= "10000000" else
'0';
process(intClk, reset)
begin
if reset /= '0' then
cntTmp <= "00000000";
cntOut <= "00000000";
else
if rising_edge(intClk) then
cntTmp <= cntTmp + 1;
end if;
if falling_edge(intClk) then
cntOut <= cntTmp;
end if;
end if;
end process;
end behave;
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--------------------------------- wdcomp.vhd, Entity: wdcomp
---------------------------------Compiles a single data word
--from Channel information and
--ADC data.
---------------------------------Status:
--Simulated, Synthisized, Tested
--Works! 2006-03-24
---------------------------------Contact:
--Åke Forslund
--ake.forslund@gmail.com
--http://www.rymdcampus.nu/ake/
--------------------------------

library IEEE;
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_1164.all;
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_UNSIGNED.ALL;
entity wdcomp is
PORT(
sd
:
in std_logic_vector(12 downto 0); --serial data
c0 :
in std_logic;
--channel bit0
c1 :
in std_logic;
--channel bit1
-cntTrig:
in std_logic;
wd
:
out std_logic_vector(15 downto 0));--conctaenated data
end wdcomp;
architecture behave of wdcomp is
signal cnt : std_logic_vector(1 downto 0);
begin
wd <= c1 & c0 & '0' & sd;
end behave;

VIII

--------------------------------- outsplit.vhd
---------------------------------Splits the 16-bit data from
--the RAM-core into two 8-bit
--data words adressable by the
--8051.
---------------------------------Status:
--Simulated, Synthisized, Tested
--Works!
---------------------------------Contact:
--Åke Forslund
--ake.forslund@gmail.com
--http://www.rymdcampus.nu/ake/
library IEEE;
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_1164.all;
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_UNSIGNED.ALL;

entity outSplit is
PORT(
RAMdata : in
sw
: in
dO
: out
end outSplit;

std_logic_vector(15 downto 0);
std_logic;
std_logic_vector(7 downto 0));

architecture behave of outSplit is
begin
-- MSB first (Little Endian)
dO <= RAMdata(7 downto 0) when sw = '1' else
RAMdata(15 downto 8);
end behave;

IX

--------------------------------- interface.vhd,
-- Entity: Interface
---------------------------------The 8051 external memory
--interface. Allows the
--samples from the ADC stored
--in the FPGA's internal RAM
--to be read by the 8051.
---------------------------------Status:
--Simulated, Synthisized, Tested
--Works!
---------------------------------Contact:
--Åke Forslund
--ake.forslund@gmail.com
--http://www.rymdcampus.nu/ake/
-------------------------------library IEEE;
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_1164.all;
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_UNSIGNED.ALL;

entity interface is
port(
aHigh
: in
aLow
: inout
ALE
: in
-WE
: in
rd
: in
--Correlation RAM
RAMclk
: out
RAMaddress : buffer
switch
: out
RAMdata
: in
end interface;

std_logic_vector(1 downto 0); --Address MSB
std_logic_vector(7 downto 0); --Address LSB
std_logic;
--address Latch
std_logic;
std_logic;
std_logic;
std_logic_vector(7 downto 0);
std_logic;
std_logic_vector(7 downto 0));

architecture behave of interface is
signal address : std_logic_vector(8 downto 0);

begin
--clock in address
process(aHigh, aLow, ALE)
begin
if falling_edge(ALE) then
--clock in address
address(8 downto 7) <= aHigh;
address(6 downto 0) <= aLow(7 downto 1);
switch <= aLow(0);
end if;
end process;
RAMaddress <= address(7 downto 0);
RAMclk <= not rd;

--When rd goes low, make addressed data available on the bus
aLow <= "ZZZZZZZZ" when (rd = '1' or address(8) = '0') else
RAMdata;
end behave;
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Appendix B: The Operational Model
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--------------------------------- sb12.vhd, Entity SB
---------------------------------SerIF module running the data
--acquisition from the AD7324
---The module transmits setup
--commands to the ADC and
--reads back sampled data.
---The data is presented along
--with information of the
--channel that produced it.
---------------------------------Status:
--Simulated, Synthisized, Tested
--Works! 2006-03-13
---------------------------------Contact:
--Åke Forslund
--ake.forslund@gmail.com
--http://www.rymdcampus.nu/ake/
--------------------------------

library IEEE;
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_1164.all;
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_UNSIGNED.ALL;

entity SB is
PORT(
-Interfacing with the ADC
adcTx
: out std_logic;
adcRx
: in std_logic;
sclk
: buffer std_logic;
cs
: buffer std_logic;

--

--

sbReset
:
data output
chan0
:
chan1
:
data
:
synch
:
clockgenerator
clkDiv
:
inClk
: in

--Master Out Slave In line
--Master In Slave Out line
--SPI clock
--Chip Select

in

std_logic;

--serial bus reset

out
out
out
out

std_logic;
std_logic;
std_logic_vector(12 downto 0);
std_logic;

in std_logic;
std_logic);

end entity SB;
architecture SB_arch of SB is
--internal tx shift register, BIT 0 is
signal rxBuffer: std_logic_vector(15 downto
--internal rx shift register, BIT 0 is
signal txBuffer: std_logic_vector(15 downto

connected to the adcTx line
0);
connected to the adcRx line
0);

--Statemachine
signal state
: std_logic_vector(1 downto 0);
signal running : std_logic;
begin
running <= not clkDiv;
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---------------------------Chip Select:
--Provides the Chip Select
--(CS) output for the
--Serial Bus.
-------------------------chip_select:process(sbReset, cs, inClk)
begin
if falling_edge(inClk) then
if sbReset = '1' then
cs <= '1';
elsif sbReset = '0' then
cs <= not running;
end if;
end if;
end process;
-----------------------Clock:
--Forwards the clock
--to the SCLK when the
--bus is active.
---------------------process(cs, inClk)
begin
sclk <= not inClk;
--Old values:
if rising_edge(cs) then
--falling edge
data <= rxBuffer(12 downto 0); --rxVector(12 downto 0);
chan0 <= rxBuffer(13);
--rxVector(15);
chan1 <= rxBuffer(14);
--rxVector(14);
-synch <= not rxBuffer(15);
--rxVector(15);
--elsif rising_edge(cs) then
-rxVector <= rxBuffer; --make buffer data available
end if;
end process;

---------------------------Recieve:
--Converts the synchronous
--data stream from adcRx
--into a parallel word.
-------------------------rx:process(adcRx, inClk, cs, rxBuffer)
begin
if rising_edge(inClk) then
if sbReset /= '0' then
rxBuffer <= "0000000000000000";
else
-if cs = '1' then --bus is inactive
-rxVector <= rxBuffer; --make buffer data available
if cs = '0' then
rxBuffer(0) <= adcRx;
rxBuffer(15 downto 1) <= rxBuffer(14 downto 0);
end if;
end if;
end if;
end process;

XIV

-------------------------Transmit:
--Converts parallel data
--into a synchronous
--serial stream.
-----------------------tx:process(inClk, running, txBuffer, sbReset)
begin
if falling_edge(inClk) then
if sbReset = '1' then
txBuffer <= "0000000000000000";
else
if running = '0' then
case state is
when "01" => txBuffer <= "1000110000111000";
--"100": Control register "0": DC "00": Channel 0 final channel in sequence "01":
Single ended input
--"00": Normal mode "1": straight binary "1": Internal Reference "10": Sequeuence
enable up to channel 0
--"0": Zero
when "10" => txBuffer <= "1011010101000000";
--"101": Range register "10101010": +-2.5 for all Analogue inputs "00000": tailing
Zeros
when others => txBuffer <="0100010100000111"; --Conversion
end case;
adcTx <= '0';
else
adcTx <= txBuffer(15);
txBuffer(15 downto 1) <= txBuffer(14 downto 0);
end if;
end if;
end if;
end process;

---------------------------Setup:
--sends the commands needed
--to set up the ADC properly.
-------------------------setup:process(clkDiv, sbReset)
begin
if sbReset /= '0' then
state <= "00";
else
if falling_edge(clkDiv) then
case state is
when "00"
=> state <= "01";
when "01"
=> state <= "10";
when "10"
=> state <= "11";
when others => state <= "11"; --Stops after one command cycle, set to 00
for continuous
end case;
end if;
end if;
end process;

end SB_arch;
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--------------------------------- clock.vhd, Entity: sysClk
---------------------------------The main clock source of the
--entire system. The system
--uses the main clock and
--devides it down to suitable
--frequencies and duty cycles.
---------------------------------Status:
--Simulated, Synthisized, Tested
--Works!
---------------------------------Contact:
--Åke Forslund
--ake.forslund@gmail.com
--http://www.rymdcampus.nu/ake/
--------------------------------

library IEEE;
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_1164.all;
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_UNSIGNED.ALL;
entity sysClk is
port(mainClk
:
clkReset
:
serifClk
:
exClk
:
cpuClk
:
trig
:
serifDiv
:
end sysClk;

in
in
out
out
out
out
out

std_logic;
std_logic;
std_logic;
std_logic;
std_logic;
std_logic;
std_logic);

architecture sysClkBehave of sysClk is
signal exCnt : std_logic_vector(12 downto 0);
signal tmpCnt: std_logic_vector(4 downto 0);
begin
-----------------------------------------------------------------Clockgenerators for the SerIF module
---------------------------------------------------------------process(exCnt(1), clkReset)
begin
if clkReset /= '0' then
tmpCnt <= "00000";
else
if rising_edge(exCnt(1)) then
if tmpCnt = "11111" then
tmpCnt <= "00000";
else
tmpCnt <= (tmpCnt + 1);
end if;
end if;
end if;
end process;
trig <= (not tmpCnt(4)) and tmpCnt(3);

XVI

-----------------------------------------------------------------Clockgenerators for the Excitation module
---------------------------------------------------------------process(mainClk)
begin
if falling_edge(mainClk) then
serifDiv <= tmpCnt(4);
exClk <= exCnt(12);
serifClk <= exCnt(1);
end if;
end process;

process(mainClk, clkReset)
begin
if rising_edge(mainClk) then
if clkReset /= '0' then
exCnt <= "0000000000000";
else
ExCnt <= exCnt +1;
end if;
end if;
end process;
cpuClk <= exCnt(1);

end sysClkBehave;
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--------------------------------- interface.vhd
---------------------------------The 8051 external memory
--interface. Allows the
--samples from the ADC stored
--in the FPGA's internal RAM
--to be read by the 8051.
---------------------------------Status:
--Simulated, Synthisized, Tested
--Works!
---------------------------------Contact:
--Åke Forslund
--ake.forslund@gmail.com
--http://www.rymdcampus.nu/ake/
-------------------------------library IEEE;
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_1164.all;
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_UNSIGNED.ALL;

entity interface is
port(
aHigh
: in
std_logic_vector(1 downto 0); --Address MSB
aLow
: inout std_logic_vector(7 downto 0); --Address LSB
ALE
: in
std_logic;
--address Latch
WE
: in
std_logic;
rd
: in
std_logic;
--Correlation RAM
RAMclk
: out
std_logic;
RAMaddress : buffer
std_logic_vector(7 downto 0);
switch
: out
std_logic;
RAMdata
: out
std_logic_vector(7 downto 0)
XData : in
std_logic_vector(21 downto 0);
YData : in
std_logic_vector(21 downto 0);
ZData : in
std_logic_vector(21 downto 0));
end interface;

architecture behave of interface is
signal address : std_logic_vector(8 downto 0);
signal data : std_logic_vector(7 downto 0);
begin
--clock in address
process(aHigh, aLow, ALE)
begin
if falling_edge(ALE) then
--clock in address
address(8 downto 7) <= aHigh;
address(6 downto 0) <= aLow(7 downto 1);
switch <= aLow(0);
end if;
end process;
RAMaddress <= address(7 downto 0);
RAMclk <= not WE;

process(address, WE)
begin
if rising_edge(WE) then
if address(8) = '0'
RAMdata <= aLow;
end if;

--write to register
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end if;
end process;
--When rd goes low, make addressed data available on the bus
aLow <= "ZZZZZZZZ" when (rd = '1' or address(8) = '0') else
data;
data <= XData(7 downto 0) when address = "100100010000" else
XData(15 downto 8) when address = "100100010001" else
"00" & XData(21 downto 16) when address = "100100010000" else
YData(7 downto 0) when address = "100100010000" else
YData(15 downto 8) when address = "100100010001" else
"00" & YData(21 downto 16) when address = "100100010000" else
ZData(7 downto 0) when address = "100100010000" else
ZData(15 downto 8) when address = "100100010001" else
"00" & ZData(21 downto 16) when address = "100100010000";
end behave;

XX

--------------------------------- pwmtest.vhd
---------------------------------The Delta-Sigma module
--creates a pseudo-random bit
--stream representing an digital
--value that is easily converted
--to an analogue signal.
--Heavily based on design from
--http://www.fpga4fun.com/
---------------------------------Status:
--Simulated, Synthisized, Tested
--Works!
---------------------------------Contact:
--Åke Forslund
--ake.forslund@gmail.com
--http://www.rymdcampus.nu/ake/
-------------------------------library IEEE;
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_1164.all;
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_UNSIGNED.ALL;
entity PWM is
port (
pwmClk
: in std_logic;
pwmReset : in std_logic;
pwmIn
: in std_logic_vector (12 downto 0);
pwmOut
: out std_logic
);
end PWM;
architecture pwmArch of PWM is
signal pwmAccumulator : std_logic_vector(13 downto 0);
begin
process(pwmClk, pwmIn)
begin
if rising_edge(pwmClk) then
if pwmReset /= '0' then
pwmAccumulator <= "00000000000000";
else
pwmAccumulator <= ("0" & pwmAccumulator(12 downto 0)) + ("0" & pwmIn);
end if;
end if;
end process;
pwmOut <= pwmAccumulator(13);
end pwmArch;

XXI

--------------------------------- diff.vhd
---------------------------------Creates an differentiated
--2-bit signal from a regular
--1-bit signal
---------------------------------Status:
--Simulated, Synthisized, Tested
--Works!
---------------------------------Contact:
--Åke Forslund
--ake.forslund@gmail.com
--http://www.rymdcampus.nu/ake/
-------------------------------library IEEE;
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_1164.all;
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_UNSIGNED.ALL;
entity diff is
PORT(clk
outReset
sig
output
outputInv
end entity;

:
:
:
:
:

in
in
in
out
out

std_logic;
std_logic;
std_logic;
std_logic;
std_logic);
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Appendix F: The Sensor connector
Nanospace Magnetometer Cabling
2006-04-21
PCB Connector
Micro-D

PCB:
Cable:

21S
21P
color

row 2

row 1
black

J3
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
TP 6

row 1
1

12
2

row 2

brown

3

2
red

red
14

4

3
orange

orange
15

5

4
yellow

yellow
16

6

5
green

green
17

7

6
blue

blue
18

8

7
violet

violet
19

9

8
gray

gray
20

10

pair
1

brown

13

9
white

white
21

11

Cable
Li-YCY

10
black

black

-

Signal
paired
0,14 mm2
color

Connector
RS19

white
brown
green
yellow
gray
pink
blue
red

PickUpY1
PickUpY2
PickUpX1
PickUpX2
Ex Curr+
Ex CurrPickUpZ1
PickUpZ2

pin
7
11
1
5
4
9
15
19

black

TsData

10

violet
gray/pink
blue/red
white/green
brown/green
white/yellow
yellow/brown
white/gray
gray/brown
white/pink
pink/brown
shield

TsVCC
Ex2
Ex1
CompZ1
CompZ2
CompX1
CompX2
CompY1
CompY2
GND
TP13
GND

17
8
13
18
14
3
6
16
12
2

Sensor:
Cable:

male
female
added
components

Pt-1000 temperature sensor
neg
Pt-1000 temperature sensor
pos
0,22 uF 10 ohm
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